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Summary:
It’s like an appendage, almost. Men don’t leave home without their cell phones the way women h

Remember when you used to say, "If that phone rings one more time, I’m going to scream," while
in the kitchen. Or the hallway.
Phones are great. We live in a great society in which we can "connect" with anyone, anywhere,
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Article Body:
It’s like an appendage, almost. Men don’t leave home without their cell phones the way women h

Remember when you used to say, "If that phone rings one more time, I’m going to scream," while
in the kitchen. Or the hallway.
Phones are great. We live in a great society in which we can "connect" with anyone, anywhere,

You probably want one for your personal calls and another one just for business. And most peop
There’s also usually no limit to the amount of calls you get to make, because phone companies

You can drive and be on the phone at the same time. If you’re at the movies with a friend or y

And the array and style and shape of phones are just out of sight! They can come with either a

Who ever thought shopping for phones would become an interesting, fascinating pastime? Phone t

But why is it, then, when you go to the office, your eyes bulge every time the phone rings? We

Still, there is an underlying resentment at having to obey an inanimate object that makes a pe

No kidding. And what a great feeling you get when you slide into the driver’s seat for your co

Phones are absolutely vital to our existence, and they are here to stay, in one form or anothe

But don’t worry: You know it’s just a matter of time, and then they’ll have support groups for
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